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Explorers Sunday school 
Trinity United Methodist Church 

Beaumont, Texas 
February 21, 2021 -  First Sunday of Lent 

 

Lent: Forty Wilderness Days and Nights 
 

Gospel text for this day of the church year:  Mark 1:9-15 The Message 

 
At this time, Jesus came from Nazareth in Galilee and was baptized by John in the 

Jordan. The moment he came out of the water, he saw the sky split open and God’s 
Spirit, looking like a dove, come down on him. Along with the Spirit, a Voice: “You 
are my Son, chosen and marked by my love, pride of my life.” At once, this same 
Spirit pushed Jesus out into the wild. For forty wilderness days and nights he was 
tested by Satan. Wild animals were his companions, and angels took care of him. 

After John was arrested, Jesus went to Galilee preaching the message of God: 
“Time’s up! God’s kingdom is here. Change your life and believe the Message.” 
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In seven verses we hear the tale 
(long-windedness Mark doth shun): 

A walk to the Jordan, a dip in the river—  
This, My beloved son! 

A push, and a test, with hardly a rest,  
and then God’s work begun. 

 
But wait! Mark says wild creatures 
were part of the wilderness scene? 

I found a list of Judeans— 
Some surprises I did glean: 

 
Desert Hedgehog, Dorcas Gazelle, 

a Marbled Polecat—phew! 
Ibex and Sand Cat, Striped Hyena— 
then a Rock Rabbit hops into view. 

What a menagerie, what an assortment, 
oh what an interesting crew! 

Lynx and Leopard, little Blue Lizard, 
a sidewinding Viper or two … 

What kind of viper? Well you may ask. 
A portrait, just for you: 

 
 

 
 

Horned Desert Viper, Cerastes cerastes 
 

Ambush hunter of the Middle East, it hides in the sand, waiting to leap up and pounce on small 
birds and rodents. If threatened it rubs its coils rapidly together, producing a rasping sound.  

But don’t worry: It has a “reasonably placid temperament.” 
 

*** 
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Many words have been written and spoken as to why the pride of God’s life was 
pushed immediately from familiar river to such a fearsome place.  Some say it was 
to focus his aim.  That is, to get his mind clear how the work of the Son of God 
would unfold. Jesus knew that many people expected the promised Messiah to 
throw out the Romans, make Israel great again. Jesus could have opted for force, 
yes. He could have engineered spectacle. He could have self-aggrandized. Jesus 
spent forty days alone, thinking it over. Alone—that is to say, with no human 
company.  As we’ve heard, there was animal company.  And, there were good 
angel-spirits, to take care of him.  In counterpoint, a very, very bad angel-spirit: the 
Murderer, the Father of Lies. Genderless, bodiless, yet all too real, this one hates 
God, hates Jesus, hates the Holy Spirit, hates all that’s good in the world. This one 
prefers to work in the shadows, counting on our ignorance. And still, Jesus calls us: 
“Wake up!” At Lent we set aside distractions, familiar comforts, the better to hear 
his voice. 
 
I thought we’d spend the rest of this lesson in our church’s West Wing, where the 
Heritage cases are. As chair of our church’s Historical Committee, I design a 
display for each new season of the church year. As I was working in the West Wing 
this week, I appreciated the deep quiet. It was like prayer.   
 
To set the stage, here’s the left cabinet: 
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Top shelf:  A list of the church seasons. In the spirit of Lenten spareness, I refrained 
from a frame. But there had to be trees. 
 
Middle shelf:  Angel of Hope, holding her lantern. This scene is meant to suggest 
the container of the Church—her fellowship and teachings.  Note that we are free 
to step out at will. And free always to return to her arms.  What a privilege, what a 
joy divine!  If you’re wondering about the simple wooden box, it’s the outer layer 
of an ice bucket, which used to live in my parents’ kitchen and now lives in mine.   
 
Bottom shelf: Church as birdhouse, crafted as a fundraiser by our Harvesters 
Sunday school class. “Even the sparrow has found a home, and the swallow a nest 
for herself, where she may have her young—a place near your altar, Lord Almighty, 
my King and my God.” Again in the spirit of Lenten spareness, I tried to leave it at 
that. But the church seemed to need some landscaping, so … more trees. 
 
Now the middle cabinet: 
 

 
 
The purple scarf I picked up somewhere or other, years ago.  Purple is the color for 
Lent. 
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On the left, a postcard from a cathedral in Toledo, Spain.  In a vast room, among 
scores of somber Spanish statues, this sunny gift from France stands out.  Mary and 
her Child are not just smiling but beaming at each other! Their mutual regard 
caught my heart in ’99, and still does.  At Mary’s feet I laid two items she might 
appreciate:  a diaper pin from a certain baby shower, circa 1982, and a silver 
hairbrush used, oh, a few years before that, on the downy infant head of my 
husband. 
 
In the middle, one of my favorite images: “Jesus Loves,” by Greg Olson. The image 
is to suggest the precious too-short years of his life and ministry. The frame may be 
a little fancy for Lent but I love it, not least because it recalls: “I am the vine.” 
 
On the right, crucifixion.  The huge galvanized nail came from my brother’s 
workshop, once our dad’s. For years I’ve held onto this nail, thinking it might want 
to be in a Lent display one day. If the scene is hard to take, it’s meant to be.   
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Finally, the right cabinet.   
In the spirit of spareness, I highlighted a poem by Mary Oliver. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PRAYING 
 
It doesn’t have to be  
the blue iris, it could be  
weeds in a vacant lot, or a few  
small stones; just  
pay attention, then patch  
 
a few words together and don’t try 
to make them elaborate, this isn’t  
a contest but the doorway  
 
into thanks, and a silence in which  
another voice may speak. 

 
 
 
$2.87 blue iris, a lucky if shopworn find. Twine-wrapped vase, a gift. Stones and 
weeds, from my yard.  And the “doorway into thanks”? My firstborn rummaged 
through his workshop to find what I needed.  Door from his extras, knob from a 
box of miscellany inherited from his Poppi. I’m so grateful for this Lenten gathering 
of symbols, and for the cloud of loved ones past and present who worked with the 
Spirit to make Lent come alive in this particular way. 

Blessings and love from 

Phoebe 


